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Abstract 

 
 

We introduce an adaptive Ray Effect Mitigation (REM) aimed at locally improving the angular 
accuracy of the 3D AMR deterministic neutron transport code Styx.  

Promising preliminary results have been obtained using a recursively refined octahedron based 
sphere tessellation in place of the standard SN quadrature. This angular mesh, referred to as TN, has 
desirable features for local refinement. 
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Introduction 

The motivation driving this project was to improve accuracy of dosimetry and neutron imaging 
simulations often affected by ray effect. This well-known deficiency of discrete ordinates methods [1] 
becomes more and more acute, at low angular quadrature orders, when the transport problem involves 
bright neutron sources radiating through low scattering media.  

Among techniques [2] to [10] commonly used to overcome this issue we chose an angular 
refinement strategy. In spite of its apparent rusticity, this method can be as accurate as needed to 
successfully solve most of the diagnostic problems. Since a better knowledge of neutron fluxes is 
rarely required for all neutron paths, we opted for a beamwise angular refinement (prohibitive 
calculation costs would have been required by a uniform refinement). In order to work properly, 
angular refinement requires fine and even spatial cells, so a mesh partitioning must be done as well. 

To do so, we enriched Styx [11] with a recursively refined octahedron based sphere tessellation. 
Unlike the SN quadrature, this angular mesh, referred to as TN, enables higher level angular cells to 
exactly fit in lower level ones. This feature is particularly useful for local refinement. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First of all, we give a highlight to the ray 
effect phenomenon and compare solutions apt to get rid of this defect in terms of CPU and 
implementation costs. We, then, introduce our adaptive Ray Effect Mitigation strategy (REM) together 
with its restrictions and choices. We also include, in this part, a description of the basic (isotropic) and 
beamwise refined (anisotropic) TN angular quadratures followed by some manual and automated beam 
generation considerations. The next few sections are devoted to the derivation of a dual sweeping 
algorithm including the “coarse-to-fine” and “fine-to-coarse” flux remapping features. A discussion on 
the preliminary results of a test case using both isotropic and anisotropic TN quadratures is then 
presented. We conclude that REM is very promising and could lead to an improvement of 3D neutron 
diagnostic simulation. Also presented in this final part, is a glimpse into possible future research 
tracks. 
 
Ray Effect Phenomenon 

Symptom 

Ray effect (RE) is a non-physical flaw of discrete ordinate methods characterized by spurious 
rays becoming sharper when small bright neutron sources radiate through low scattering media. While 
this defect has low impact on integral tallies (α  and Keff), it can ruin simulations of diagnostic 
problems in terms of neutron dose received by a detector. 

Causes 

Due to no or very few deflective collisions in the source or in its surrounding medium, neutrons 
are building up along the finite number of directions provided by the current angular quadrature 
instead of being sifted as a smooth function over the unit sphere. 

For a given number of directions, three cumulative factors may affect the RE intensity : 
§ the source size, 
§ the scattering cross sections, 
§ the mesh size, 

each of these topics is discussed in more detail below. 
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a) Source Size Effect 

Let us move a scattering free radiating pattern (e.g. a 12 branch star) throughout the neutron 
source. Depending on the source size we may have either a sharp RE (Figure 1 – left) or an hazy RE 
(Figure 1 – right) teaching us the smaller the source is, the more acute the RE is. 

 
Figure 1 - Size Effect

 

Figure 2 - Scattering Effect

b) Scattering Effect 

Let us now move a scattered radiating pattern (the same as the previous one except the straight neutron 
paths have been replaced by random walk ones) throughout a small neutron source. Even though it is 
still visible the RE is smoother (Figure 2) teaching us the more diffusive the surrounding medium is, 
the more blurred the RE is. 

 

Figure 3 - Spatial Effect 

 

c) Spatial Effect 

Let us consider the flux profile right across a ray (Figure 3 – left). Depending on how fine the 
mesh is, the RE rendering may be good (Figure 3 – upper right) or weakened (Figure 3 – lower right). 
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The aforementioned observation must be kept in mind as a rule-of-thumb to draw the best out of 
a fine angular quadrature. 

Some Remedies 

Among the many solutions that can reduce or eliminate ray effect, we examined (Table  1) the 
most prominent ones in terms of CPU cost and coding investment. 

 

REMEDY OK CPU Cost Code Impact 

1 - Increase in SN Order  High None 

2 - Fictitious Source Methods üü Low High 

3 - Spherical Harmonic Methods  High High 

4 - Angular AMR üü Low High 

Table  1 - Most Used Ray Effect Remedies 

In spite of their high code impacts, solutions # 2 or # 4 seem to be the best compromises. 
However, since Styx is already AMR in space, we gave preference to solution # 4 in order to enrich it 
with an angular AMR component. 
 
General Statement of the REM Problem 

As it has been explained, this study is aimed at improving angular accuracy in the solid angle 
swept by the source neutrons reaching the target (detector). 

 
Figure 4 - Beam Definition 

Unlike the standard deterministic transport codes where all cells of the geometry are computed 
using the same direction pattern, this new version of Styx uses two different patterns (one in the spatial 
beam and another outside) when the REM option is active.  

The challenge of this research is to manage this coexistence. A spatial partitioning is also necessary to 
deal with the mesh size condition. 
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Beam Data 

The beam is defined (Figure 4) by its direction ( )αθ ,=Ω
r

, its aperture δθ , its length L  and its 

origin ( )000 ,, zyxO . This data can be entered manually using input file keywords or automatically, 

based on source/detector characteristics (not yet implemented). 

Additional data concern refinement levels : 
§ BL  the spatial refinement level in the (non AMR) beam, 

§ CN  the coarse TN angular order outside the beam, 

§ CF NN ≥  the fine TN angular order inside the beam. 

 

 

Figure 5 – Spatial Subdomains and their Respective Angular Quadratures

Spatial Partitioning 

The problem geometry is split into two complementary subdomains (Figure 5) : 

 
§ S1 : a spatial AMR partition covering the whole space outside the beam and using an 

isotropic angular quadrature (coarse angular calculation), 
§ S2 : a spatially refined conical beam with an anisotropic angular quadrature (fine angular 

calculation) 

 

Figure 6 - AMR and Non AMR Beams 
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Subdomain S1 is, as usual rezoned using an AMR technique driven by a local mean free path 
based criterion. A regular mesh is imposed in the beam by overriding this criterion with a small 
constant value. In addition, this action prevents concave beam boundary from reentrant flux issues 
(Figure 6). 

Restrictions and Choices 

Restrictions apply to the three following points :  

1. Since it is devoted to diagnostic applications, our REM option is restricted to fixed source 
problems (eigenvalue problems are not of concern). 

2. Moreover, this method is restricted to the 3D component of Styx for two reasons : 
§ a majority of diagnostic problems are tridimensional, 
§ the TN angular meshing pattern (§ The TN Angular Quadrature) is not applicable to the 

axisymmetric 2D scheme  (because of its strong angular coupling). 

3. The next two restrictions are today’s limitations. They apply to the refined beam : 
§ only one beam (meets requirements of  most of the applications), 
§ mono-octant beam in order to be treated in a single sweep (easy to get around by rotating 

the geometry). 

 
Figure 7 - The Two Possible Configurations 

 

 

 
Figure 8 - Splitting Factors

Two choices have been made : 
 
1. the current REM option applies only to problems with a [source size < target size] configuration 

(Figure 7 - left) since it is more prone to generate RE. The [source size > target size] configuration 
(Figure 7 - right) is not yet implemented (minor task). 

2. a (4x4) splitting factor (Figure 8) is used for our TN triangular tessellation since a (9x9) one 
generates too much angular elements. 

 
The TN Angular Quadrature 

Inspired by the basic Internet C software “Sphere” developed by Jon Leech [12], we wrote an 
F90 pre-processor, TES3, generating all necessary data ( ( )µξ ,  parameters and weights of spherical 
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triangular elements) to carry out transport calculations with an alternative angular quadrature. The next 
few subsections present why we chose to do so and the main features of this software. 

From SN to TN 

In order to locally refine the angular mesh and to ease the remapping processes from low to high 
levels (and vice versa) when entering (or leaving) the beam, we need a mesh pattern that enables a 
nested refinement. Since SN+1 is not a subset of SN (overlapping elements, Figure 9 - top), the standard 
Carlson quadrature is unable to comply with this requirement. A triangular tessellation, referred to as 
TN (Figure 9 – bottom), is used instead. 

 

Figure 9 – Sphere Octant Displaying SN vs. TN Differences 

Basic TN  Tessellation (Isotropic) 

Starting from the initial octahedron (8 elements, referred to as T0) we built the T1 tessellation (32 
elements) as follows (Figure 10): 

 
§ split each planar triangle up into 4 using its vertices and side midpoints. 
§ project them on the unit sphere.  

 

 
Figure 10 - Isotropic Tessellation

 

Figure 11 – A T2 Tessellation  
(displayed by Psyche V2- CEA/DAM) 
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Proceed to higher levels using the same method (e.g. level 2 Figure 11). Doing so, we define a 
level N tessellation as a set of 322 +N  spherical triangles the area of which are equal to their spherical 
excess also called solid angle. These areas will be used as weights when summing the flux terms of the 
integro-differential transport equation. 

Beamwise Refined TN Tessellation (Anisotropic) 

We now want to refine (to a level M ) the angular mesh around the predefined Ω
r

direction 
(beam) starting from a uniform (level L ) tessellation. To do so, we sample, in this cone-shaped beam, 

dN directions (complying with the Shannon’s sampling theorem) seeking which angular cells 

(position and level) they intersect over the varying set { }ε and splitting them if necessary (Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12 - Beamwise Nested Refinement Algorithm 

A level M  refined calotte is then obtained that contains elements ranging gradually from L  to 
M as they cross the beam boundary. Finally, a two-way filiation list aimed at easing flux exchanges 
between angular refinement levels, is built. 

 
Figure 13 – A Level 5 TN Quadrature 
Overlapping a Uniform Level 3 

 

Figure 14 - Main Directions vs Regular 
Directions
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This fast and simple algorithm has no significant impact on the total CPU cost of the REM 
option. 

Presented in Figure 13 is an example displaying a local T5 quadrature superimposed over a 

uniform T3 tessellation in order to have a better angular resolution in a o20  aperture ( )00 45,45=Ω
r

 
centered beam. 

 
Notations and Conventions 

Prior to derive the dual sweeping algorithm let us introduce the following notations: 

§ MD for Main Direction : a coarse sweeping neutron path (pertaining to the uniform 
quadrature set) that is refined when entering the beam (Figure 14, red lines), 

§ RD for Regular Direction : all other paths of the uniform quadrature set (Figure 14, blue 
lines), 

§ n
lR

~
the fine spherical harmonics set attached to a particular MD during the fine sweeping 

phase, 

§ n
lR  the coarse spherical harmonics set attached to an MD or an RD during the coarse 

sweeping phase. 

The unit sphere (Figure 15) is coarsely swept (swirling counterclockwise) from south pole 
( 1−=ξ ) to north pole ( 1=ξ ) diving into finer levels when an MD is encountered. 

 

Figure 15 - Coarse and Fine Sweepings of the Unit Sphere 

 

Dual Sweeping Algorithm 

Sweeping coarse and fine directions sequentially would have led to a code cluttered with tests. 
Fortunately, computers are more efficient doing calculations than doing conditional tests. Here is 
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presented a method that turns the REM option into a plug-in option at the price of some redundant 
operations.  

The Proposed Methodology 

The basis concept consists in splitting the angular sweeping into a preliminary coarse sweeping, 
followed by an overlaid fine sweeping in order to update in-beam tallies with more accurate values. 
This approach entails to extract the beam sub-mesh including its skin, to sort its cells and to set up a 
cross-reference table for in-beam flux accounting. Faster  runs and tidier coding are among expected 
benefits. 

The Two Sweeping Steps 

We detail the two phases and the fine-to-coarse/coarse-to-fine flux remapping they entail (Figure 
16). Finally a Styx flow chart is presented that shows the REM branch bypassing the standard 
treatment without cluttering the code.  

Phase 1 : Coarse sweeping (over the whole mesh) 

1) The current direction is an RD : 
§ process it, 

§ update the flux moments using the coarse spherical harmonic set n
lR . 

2) The current direction is MDj : 
§ process it ⇒ coarse angular fluxes ΦΦC, 
§ set apart the facial fluxes ΦΦIN, lying on entering beam boundary ΓΓIN, for future use, 
§ discard in-beam coarse angular fluxes (upcoming ones are better), 
§ begin fine sweeping (see Phase 2 below) 

3) Sweep the next coarse direction  

 

Figure 16 - Coarse and Fine Sweepings 

 Phase 2 : Fine sweeping (over the beam) 

1) Process all MDj sub-directions using : 
§ the same ΦΦIN set of coarse incoming fluxes entering on ΓΓIN, 

§ the fine n
lR

~
interpolated angular sources, 
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2) Sum the fine angular fluxes on MDj ⇒ ΦΦF 

3) Update coarse MDj flux moments using : 
§ either  ΦΦF in beam, 
§ or ΦΦC  elsewhere, 

4) Resume coarse sweeping (see Phase 1 above) 

Coarse to Fine Transition 

Boundary Condition : 

Assuming facial fluxes are piecewise constant on each angular element, all sub-direction facial 
fluxes will be set to ΦΦIN (Figure 17) when entering the beam through ΓΓIN . 

Fine Angular Sources : 

The angular source jiS ,  in cell j  along direction iω  is interpolated from 
j

n
l

S 




 , the coarse1 

source moments of the previous iteration, using the fine spherical harmonic set n
lR

~
: 

( ) ( )ii
n
l

j

L

l

l

ln

n
lji RSs µξ ,

~

0
, ⋅= ∑ ∑

= −=
     ( 1 ) 

                                                      

1 These source moments are not as coarse as it seems since they rely on fine information collected along 
sub-directions during the previous iteration. 

 

Figure 17 - Coarse to Fine Remapping 

 

Figure 18 - Fine to Coarse Remapping
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Fine to Coarse Transition 

Compounded Angular Fluxes (CAF) : 

The thj  cell CAF (Figure 18) is built using the kN  elementary contributions ji,φ  summed and 

weighted along the thk  main direction MD : 

( )ik

N

i
iji

k
jk

k

Ω⋅Ω⋅∆⋅
∆

=Φ ∑
=

rr

1
,,

1
ωφ

ω
   ( 2 ) 

Flux Moments : 

They are computed the standard way, except their components can be raw or computed angular 
fluxes : 

( )kk
n
lk

K

k
jkj

n
l R µξωφ ,

1
, ⋅∆⋅=Φ ∑

=
    ( 3 ) 

Flowchart 

In addition to the TES3 satellite process devoted to the angular meshing, a new branch (Figure 
19) was added to perform the REM option without cluttering the whole code. 

 

Figure 19 –Fixed Source Flowchart and its REM Option 
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Numerical Results 

This section analyzes results of a fixed source test case specially designed to generate a strong 
ray effect. After a comparison between SN and TN quadratures, the REM option results are discussed. 

The nuclear assembly tested (Figure 20) is composed of a 239Pu pellet radiating in a vacuum filled 
box. The neutrons emit from its internal fission source. It lies amidst the refined beam (when 
activated). 

  

Box H = 34 cm, L = 34 cm, W = 34 cm 

Diameter φ = 2 cm  
Pellet 

Position  R = 26 cm (x = 15., y = 15., z = 15. cm) 

Direction : ( )oo 45,74.54 ==→Ω αθ
r

 
Beam 

Aperture : o15±=δθ  

Original Cartesian mesh 60 x 60 x 60 (216000 cells) 

Outside beam spatial AMR Level 2 

Hybrid AMR2  :  level 2 cells only 
Inside beam spatial mesh 

Full AMR3       :  all level may exist 

Hybrid AMR (cells per level) : 

2400 level 0            1032 level 1 

54144 level 2        (49232 in the beam) 
Overall Cell Distribution  

Full AMR (cells per level) : 

3371 level 0             12 level 1 

160 level 2               (in the pellet) 

S6        everywhere 

T1        everywhere Angular quadrature 

T5        in beam ,             T1        elsewhere 

Cross-sections :              ENDF/B-VI 

Energy decomposition : 16 groups Nuclear Data 

Anisotropy :                    P4 

Table  2 - Nuclear Assembly Data 

                                                      

2 locked AMR inside the beam (regular mesh), free AMR elsewhere 

3 free AMR over the whole Cartesian grid 
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Figure 20 Diagonal Cross-Section 

Five variants of this test case (reported in the synthetic representation Figure 21) are examined : 

§ the first two are compared with regard to their angular quadratures, 
§ the next two show the behavior of these quadratures in presence of fine beam, 
§ the last one, presents the ray effect mitigation in comparison with Case 4.

 
Figure 21 – Case Definitions 

 
Figure 22 –T1/T5 Tessellation (113 Cells)

The 15o aperture T5 angular beam is composed of one MD split over a 0.551 sr solid angle (area 
of the underlying T1 element) instead of the requested 0.214 sr. Level 1 to 5 elements are present. 
However, most of them are level 5 elements (Figure 22) concentrated in the prescribed beam (≈ 60). 

All flux maps reported below are recorded on the bisector plane as shown in Figure 20.      
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Cases 1 and 2 

These tests are, in fact, a regression test aimed at proven the good implementation and behavior 
of TN versus SN. To do so, we intentionally chose an S6 quadrature instead of the closer S4 because of 
its larger number of directions ( 614 STS << ). 

 

Figure 23 - S6 vs T1 Without Beam 

The results obtained show a consistent and comparable behavior between the two quadratures 
(Figure 23). 

Cases 3 and 4 

This pair of tests is pretty much the same as the previous one except a spatial beam was added.  It 
shows the strong impact of a fine mesh on the RE. 

  

 

Figure 24 – S6 vs T1 With Spatial Beam 
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The consistence between the two angular quadratures is still visible (Figure 24). 

Cases 4 and 5 

In this last pair of test the REM option is activated to mitigate the RE  in the previously defined 
narrow beam. To do so, the deterministic transport solution is focused on the 113 level 5 directions 
provided by the local T5 quadrature (equivalent to a classic S90 one !). 

Presented in Figure 25 is the resulting ray pattern. One ray present on the left side of the image is 
discarded on the right one. It is worth noting that only rays lying in the angular beam are missing. The 
remaining ones are still visible even though they belong to the spatial beam. This apparently strange 
behavior of the RE option is perfectly normal. It is simply due to the fact that spatial and angular 
beams are not correlated. 

 

 

Figure 25 – TN With and Without Refinement  

 
Performances 

As shown in Table  3, a speedup of approximately 58 is achieved for the T1/T5 anisotropic 
angular quadrature (113 directions) in comparison with an isotropic S90 calculation (8280 directions). 

 

Problem Type 
Direction 
Number  

CPU  per 
iteration4 

Ideal Speedup 
(a/b) 

Real Speedup 
(c/d) 

Beam Management 
Overhead (1-f/e) 

Isotropic S90 8280 (a) 367 s (c) - - - 

Anisotropic T1/T5 
Refined Beam 

113 (b) 6.3 s (d) 73 (e) 58 (f) 21 % 

Table  3 – REM Option Performances 

                                                      

4 measured on a single EV68 HP processor (clock speed 1 GHz) of the TERA AlphaServer SC 
Supercomputer installed at CEA/DAM Bruyères-le-Châtel. 
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The beam management overhead can be estimated considering the ratio between the S90 and 
T1/T5 direction numbers, giving an ideal speedup of 73, and the real speedup 58. Consequently, for 
this particular case, 21 % of the total computation time is devoted to beam housekeeping. 

These values are indeed subject to variations from one case to the other. 

 
Conclusion and Future Work 

We have demonstrated an efficient method aimed at reducing the ray effect in a limited portion of 
the unit sphere. Preliminary results show that the REM option is a promising method for solving 
neutron diagnostic problems. While it provides fast and accurate answers to the challenging problem 
considered, it needs further studies in order to extend its application field. 

Among them are : 

 
§ the development of a neutron imaging option using a method of characteristics coupled to 

the REM method (Figure 26), 
§ the treatment of problems involving a source larger than the target, 
§ taking multi-octant and multi-beam into account. 

 

Figure 26 - Neutron Imaging 

 Besides this, the method is being tested for a large variety of problems. 
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